
State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 19-067 

Judge: 
Complainant: 

ORDER 

July 3, 2019 

The Complainant alleged a city court judge was corrupt and conspired with 
others to frame him for a crime. 

The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine 
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of 
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution.  There must be clear and 
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take 
disciplinary action against a judicial officer. 

The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a 
judicial officer’s legal rulings.  The Commission reviewed all relevant available 
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical 
misconduct in this matter.  The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to Rules 
16(a) and 23(a). 

Commission members Denise K. Aguilar and Barbara Brown did not 
participate in the consideration of this matter. 
 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on July 3, 2019. 
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Author:  

Date:  

Arizona Commission on Judicial Conduct – Report Filed Against Judge  

 

Admissions of guilt offered by corrupt  Judges and dirty  illegally and 
unjustly bugging my phone , including but not limited to recording 
audio and visuals from my  during meetings with my doctors and physicians (HPPA 
violations) and my attorneys all while they are out of their jurisdiction.  

 

Filed official police report with  on . Received 
follow-up call and filed additional report with supporting documentation on , 

. Called  to file report, 
but must wait until they are open again on . The Judge and Prosecutor in 

 Court Case (Citation #: ), and  
 

 
 (the uncle of  and also under the last name ) have all 

conspired, attempted, and facilitated murder against  
. The Judge and the Prosecutor in the  Case (Citation #: 
) admitted to making arrangements with  to 

conspire and attempt murder against . 
The Judge, the Prosecutor, and  all also acknowledged that the 

bribed  to 
let them off with a slap on the wrist for murder conspiracy and attempted murder also on the day 
of . In addition,  also bribed these  

 to conspire and attempt murder against  
, for which these  

 documented. 

 

Corrupt  Court Judge  offers admission of guilt and confession to 
accepting bribes to make unlawful pre-trial hearing judgements with respect to the case of  

 in response to an inquiry as to how much money the corrupt  
Court Judge , in question, accepted to commit to such injustices and highly illegal conduct 
and behavior (including, but not limited to, perjury, obstruction of justice, and contempt of the 
court). Following the admission of guilt and confession to bribery, the corrupt  

 Court Judge  defensively stated in response to the inquiry of bribery, “  
.” In turn, when the corrupt Court Judge  

was asked   
 . It 
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is difficult to determine the motive encompassing  efforts to sabotage  
 freedom, however, it is imperative to note that this instance is not an isolated 

incident but rather a continuation of the injustices and highly illegal conduct and behavior 
exhibited by  and members of her family over the last . 

 

, 
Admissions of Guilt, and Federal Law Enforcement’s Intentional Neglect to Prevent Known 
Threats from Transpiring and Intentional Failure to Act on Known Threats to the Safety and 
Lives of : On the date of 

, filed reports and documented information, 
pertinent to the admissions of guilt and confessions offered by the  
Judge  and the  

 the date of . The  Court 
Judge  and the  Court Prosecutor, in question, offered  

 on the night of  between , which 
entailed discussions of murder conspiracy and attempted murder against  

 In turn, the  Court 
Judge  and the  Court Prosecutor revealed that  
to  to perform a home invasion at  
household in the  area and murder family members of  
and . Conclusively, while this information had come to the attention of federal 
law enforcement, federal law enforcement neglected to act and made a conscious decision to 
abstain from preventing the known threats to the safety and lives of members of  

, in conjunction to and in corroboration with the  
 Court Judge Court Prosecutor, referenced 

in the most previous section,  
 

) bribed 
multiple  officers,  
officers, and other , 
following federal law enforcement’s raid of the , to 
refrain from arresting and holding  in custody as they await trial 
for countless felony charges (including, but not limited to, kidnapping, rape, murder conspiracy, 
attempted murder, and murder) and murder conspiracy and attempted murder against family 
members of . 

 

From  attempted, 
committed, and admitted to bribing countless , 

 court judges  
  

  court judges/ , and  
 

attempted, committed, and admitted to bribery and lying under oath in order to be released from 
incrimination as  were and are wanted 
fugitives awaiting trial for committing to the countless crimes including, but not limited to, 
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rape/sexual assault against minors, rape/sexual assault, kidnapping against minors, kidnapping, 
manslaughter, murder conspiracy, attempted murder, and murder. On the night of  

, at approximately  
 were held and awaiting trial for the murder of  

 of , and 
attempt, commit, and admit to bribing law enforcement and judges  so  

 could be released from incrimination. 
Following the interrogations of , it had 
come to the attention of law enforcement that  

 had broken into the home of  of , 
 had murdered the 

 Judge, Judge  and  they were sleeping. In addition, 
 admitted to the countless crimes 

including, but not limited rape/sexual assault, kidnapping, murder conspiracy, and attempted 
murder against  

 

Report filed with on , to document public corruption, 
specifically in reference to the bribed and corrupt Court (pre-
arraignment, including, but not limited to, ), bribed  prosecutors 
(arraignment and pre-trial), bribed and corrupt  Court Judges (arraignment and 
pre-trial, including, but not limited to Judge , Judge  and Judge ), bribed 
and corrupt  Court Judges (arraignment and pre-trial, including, but not 
limited to, Judge , Judge , and Judge ), and the bribed and dirty  

 cops (  Badge #: ),  Badge #: ,  Badge 
#: , Badge #: , and  Badge #: ) are all coincidentally involved 
in the case of  (Case #: ) and are all continuing to 
set up and frame  

 

Report filed with  on , to document 
public corruption, specifically in reference to the bribed and corrupt  
Court (pre-arraignment, including, but not limited to, ), bribed  
prosecutors (arraignment and pre-trial), bribed and corrupt Court Judges 
(arraignment and pre-trial, including, but not limited to Judge  Judge , and Judge 

), bribed and corrupt  Court Judges (arraignment and pre-trial, 
including, but not limited to, Judge  Judge  and Judge ), and the bribed and 
dirty  cops (  Badge #: ),  Badge #: , 

Badge #: ,  Badge #: , and  Badge #: ) are all 
coincidentally involved in the case of  (Case #: ) 
and are all continuing to set up and frame . 

 

: Filed reports with  and the  
 to document the missing person’s case of Judge in the case of  

. It has been over  since Judge  has been seen and/or 
heard from. Based on prior reports and briefings from  
planned to  
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